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TOSSUPS

1

The planet on which most of this episode takes place has a surface temperature of minus 291 degrees Celsius and
wind speeds of up to 312 meters per second. Picard tackles Fermat’s Theorem but later immerses himself in a
[*] novel by Todd Matthews that opens with the line, “It was a dark and stormy night.” That novel is significant
because its plot is lived out by Colonel Steven Richey, the commander of a 20th century spacecraft discovered on
stardate 42625.4. For 10 points, identify this second-season episode named for Richey’s casino sanctuary.
ANSWER:
The Royale

2

On Stardate 42901.3, the Enterprise intercepts a Class-8 probe carrying this special Federation [*] envoy as
cargo before rendezvousing with the sleeper ship T’Ong. Two years later, following the death of K’mpec, she assists
Captain Picard in the Rite of Succession but is killed by Duras after discovering his role in Worf’s discommendation.
For 10 points, name this half-human, half-Klingon emissary to the Federation and mother of Alexander Rozhenko.
ANSWER:
K’Ehleyr

3

The number of people that die in the Ghorusuda disaster in Tin Man. The number of entries for "Darmok" in
the ship's computer. [*] The relay station where Aquiel Unari is posted. The number of days of continuous operation
that drain the shuttle's starboard engine in Timescape. The number of sentry pods guarding the Lysian central command
in Conundrum. The level that Nurse Ogawa reaches in a scene from The Game. For 10 points, what is this two-digit
number that makes its way into almost every episode?
ANSWER:
47

4

She summons Admiral Thomas Henry from Starfleet Security, and she initially resents being assigned to work
with Captain Picard. She is so impressed by Worf that she asks him to confront [*] J’Ddan at his hearing with
startling evidence – a hypo syringe fitted with an optical reader. The explosion in engineering convinces her that there
are additional perpetrators aboard, and Crewman Simon Tarses falls prey to her paranoia. For 10 points, name this
retired admiral sent to investigate a possible conspiracy onboard the Enterprise in The Drumhead.
ANSWER:
Admiral Norah Satie

5

This object is destroyed using Transporter Code 14. It is described as a “quantum phase inhibitor,” and despite
searching for it his entire life, Dr. [*] Samuel Estragon never manages to find it. It can be used to halt the nuclear
reactions in stars and is brought into the present from the 27th century by its inventor, Kal Dano. Discreetly hidden
inside a Horga’hn statuette, it is sought by two Vorgons as well as a Ferengi named Sovak. For 10 points, name this
powerful artifact that also interests Vash and Captain Picard during a vacation on Risa.
ANSWER:
the Tox Uthat

6

He doesn't usually play chess, but he saves the Enterprise from self-destruction and devises an ingenious way to
repair the damaged [*] Argus Array. Following his inability to find a problem with the ship’s antigravity units, a
canister of alien tissue samples infects the ships systems, causing this officer to retreat to the holodeck and battle Picard,
Data, and Geordi in fantasy swordfights. For 10 points, name this engineer, nicknamed "Broccoli," who has his own
protomorphosis syndrome and a fear of transporter psychosis.
ANSWER:
Lieutenant JG Reginald Barclay III

7

This ship with registry number NCC-2010 is the only Sydney Class vessel seen throughout the series. One of its
passengers recounts that after discovering an object [*] 200 million kilometers in diameter, the ship began a
standard survey of the surface but got caught in the object’s gravity well, causing this vessel to crash. Despite being
over 75 years old, it proves vital in helping the Enterprise escape destruction. For 10 points, name this transport ship
that crashes into the Dyson Sphere while carrying Montgomery Scott.
ANSWER:
the U.S.S. Jenolan
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8

The planet Valera III is quarantined for 300 years as a result of first contact with these beings who sabotage a
laser drill in order to kill a Federation scientist. Like the Borg, they form a vast [*] collective consciousness, but
unlike the Borg their survival depends on geological conditions on their home planet that are disrupted by Federation
terraformers. For 10 points, identify these silicon-based life forms that survive by absorbing light from shallow layers
of soil and who declare war against the human race in the first season.
ANSWER:
microbrains

9

It first appears in Schisms, but a reference to it is made in A Fistful of Datas when a [*] PADD device experiences
a data malfunction. The subject is described as “agile,” “endothermic,” and “acrobatic,” and the author marvels at his
“subvocal oscillations.” The work ends by stating that the subject is a “true and valued friend,” even though he is not
sentient. Unfortunately, Commander Riker falls asleep during the premiere recitation of, for 10 points, what poem
written by Commander Data in honor of his cat?
ANSWER:
An Ode to Spot (Do not accept or prompt on Spot, who appears prior to Schisms)

10

Ultimately destroyed with a modulated graviton beam, this object is responsible for attacks on [*] Melona IV and
Forlat III as well as several other planets and colonies. It fascinates Dr. Kila Marr, who studies it closely, and it
survives by absorbing energy from planets’ life forms while destroying everything in the process. For 10 points, name
this snowflake-like object to which Lore possibly betrays the colonists of Omicron Theta, destroyed in Silicon Avatar.
ANSWER:
the Crystalline Entity

11

Representing one quarter of the population of the planet Kesprytt III, this race is so xenophobic that it has not
even developed a long-range [*] communications network. Their adversaries apply for membership into the
Federation, but are denied on the grounds that the planet has no unified government. Their security minister abducts
two Enterprise crew members, and after fitting the prisoners with psi-wave devices, they become convinced that the
Federation is plotting an alliance with the Kes. For 10 points, name this race that kidnaps Picard and Dr. Crusher in the
episode Attached.
ANSWER:
the Prytt

12

Located on Deck 17, Section 21 Alpha, it appears in a mental recreation of the death of Kestra Troi, where it
took the place of [*] Lake El-Nar on Betazed. Data and Keiko converse here at the beginning of Data’s Day, and it is
also the site where Isabella first appears to Captain Picard in Imaginary Friend. For 10 points, name this Enterprise
facility home to Keiko’s biology lab, a small pond, and numerous plants and trees.
ANSWER:
the arboretum

13

This episode’s name refers to a series of anomalies including inconsistent transporter records, evidence of
tampering with the ship’s [*] clock, and strange results from a botany experiment. Guinan masquerades as “Gloria
from Cleveland” as the episode begins, but Picard is called from the holodeck when an M-class planet is discovered.
Worf’s wrist is mysteriously broken and Troi experiences hallucinations due to Paxan xenophobes in, for 10 points,
what episode in which Data apparently lies about passage through a wormhole?
ANSWER:
Clues

14

This starship, registry number NCC-42296, is sent to the Neutral Zone in The Defector when Starfleet receives
warnings of Romulan fortifications at Nelvana III. It is scheduled to join the Enterprise on a terraforming
mission to Browder IV in the episode Allegiance, and it arrives carrying [*] Tam Elbrun in Tin Man. For 10 points,
name this Excelsior class starship commanded by Robert DeSoto, the former post for Commander Riker.
ANSWER:
the U.S.S. Hood

15

Because their language is similar to that of the Dewans, Iccobarans, and Dinasians, some scientists believe that
this race fled to nearby planets some 200,000 years ago after a planetary disaster. Known in ancient texts as
“Demons of Air and Darkness,” their home world is discovered in 2365 by the crew of the U.S.S. [*] Yamato. The
Yamato is subsequently destroyed by a computer virus, and the Enterprise barely avoids the same fate. For 10 points,
name this species whose dimensional gateway is destroyed in the episode Contagion.
ANSWER:
the Iconians
2
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While en route to the Morgana Quadrant on stardate 42193.6, the Enterprise encounters this being played by
Earl Boen. Although admitting that he and Picard share the common trait of [*] curiosity, his antics cause the
captain to activate the self-destruct system to avoid the consequences of his deadly experiments, which apparently
involve killing one-third of the ship’s crew. For 10 points, name this life form that engulfs the Enterprise in a
seemingly non-existent “void” in the second-season episode Where Silence Has Lease.
ANSWER:
Nagilum

17

He previously served for six years as an ensign aboard the U.S.S. Victory under the command of Captain
Zimbata. Beverly convinces him to sing in a production of The Pirates of Penzance, but his [*] mandolin playing
could use some improvement. He nearly dies while trapped on Galorndon Core, and he is left for dead two years later
when a Romulan interphasic cloak test goes awry. Prior to his assignment on the Enterprise he impressed Captain
Picard with an all-night refit of a shuttle engine. For 10 points, name this lieutenant commander and chief engineer.
ANSWER:
Geordi LaForge (accept either)

18

This two-word term names the site where the Viking 2 probe landed on September 3, 1976. Commander Orfil
Quinteros and Dr. [*] Leah Brahms are closely associated with it, as is Lieutenant Walter Pierce, who murdered Marla
Finn and then committed suicide. A glimpse of it can be found in Parallels, but the best shot of it appears in All Good
Things when Picard and Lt. Yar approach it in a shuttlecraft. For 10 points, name this Federation shipyard orbiting
Mars where the Enterprise was built.
ANSWER:
Utopia Planitia

19

The BBC initially found this episode so objectionable that it cut out several minutes of footage, but one of the
writer’s sons commented, “I loved the part where the guy’s head exploded!” That “guy”, [*] Dexter Remmick,
was introduced in Coming of Age but returns in this episode and starts behaving even more erratically than before. For
10 points, name this penultimate first-season episode whose title refers to a plot by alien neural parasites to infiltrate
Starfleet Command.
ANSWER:
Conspiracy

20

A colony of them can be found on Kavis Alpha IV, and a [*] destructive variety of them is suggested as a way of
stopping the Borg in The Best of Both Worlds, Part 2. Originally manufactured in Dakar, Senegal, their interactions are
the subject of an experiment by Wesley Crusher that goes horribly awry, creating a breed of sentient ones. Possessing
over 1 gigabyte of memory apiece, their original function was to perform microscopic surgeries. For 10 points, name
these tiny, tiny robots introduced in Evolution.
ANSWER:
Nanites

21

Born in 2337 on Turkana IV, this officer impresses Picard by risking [*] her life in a Carnelian mine field to save
the life of a colonist. She enjoys aikido and Parrises squares, and as a result of the Tsiolkovsky virus she shares an
intimate moment with Data in The Naked Now. Her legacy aboard the Enterprise is ultimately revealed to her younger
sister Ishara. For 10 points, name this first-season character killed by Armus who returns in Yesterday’s Enterprise.
ANSWER:
Natasha Yar

22

Captain Picard arrests Riker at the end of this episode that features guest actor Terry O'Quinn. Romulans
locate the titular object in the Devolin system, but Riker is shocked when [*] Admiral Pressman wants to duplicate
an experiment which has already led to disaster. That Admiral, one of Riker's old commanding officers, is now guilty
of violating Federation Law by secretly developing a cloaking device. For 10 points, name that episode which also
identifies the starship on which they both served.
ANSWER:
The Pegasus

3
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First contact with this race occurred on the planet Delphi Ardu in 2364. Members of the species have an upper
and lower lung, and their four-lobed brains make them [*] immune to Betazoid probing. One of their ships fired on
the U.S.S. Stargazer at the Battle of Maxia, inspiring Picard to invent his famous 'maneuver.' After hostile encounters
with the Enterprise throughout the first season, they finally realize that peace with the Federation could be good for
business. For 10 points, name this race of capitalists whose members are noted for their large ears.
ANSWER:
Ferengi

24

Its two guest stars are John Anderson and Anne Haney, but only one of their characters actually fits the title
description. The Enterprise is in orbit around Rana IV when a [*] warship approaches, attacks, and then returns
later to fire on the planet. Troi’s head is filled with music, preventing her from reading the thoughts of Kevin Uxbridge.
Kevin, along with his wife Rishon, are the sole inhabitants of an obliterated planet in, for 10 points, what third season
episode about an immortal shapeshifter?
ANSWER:
The Survivors

25

When asked how these devices work, technical advisor Michael Okuda replied, "very well, thank you." In a
desperate move to buy time, Picard suggests disengaging them in order to give a physical form to Professor
Moriarty. These integral components of the [*] transporter system provide precise vector and positional data for
subatomic particles, despite the fact that this should be impossible. For 10 points, name these devices invented to
explain why the transporter can apparently violate the uncertainty principle.
ANSWER:
Heisenberg Compensators

26

A line, as the unending horizon; [*] a curve, as the rolling hillside; a point, as a distant bird; a ray, as the rising sun.
For a quick 10 points, these glyphs form the sign of what ancient deity that inhabits Data’s mind and is defeated by
Picard wearing the guise of Korgano in the episode Masks?
ANSWER:
Masaka or Masaka’s Sign

27

Very similar to humans in appearance, their homeworld is located near the border between the Beta and Delta
quadrants. They seem have an ability to detect changes in the space-time continuum, and their long [*] life spans
enable them to collect stories and life experiences from members of other races. One of them secretly visits Earth
centuries before the founding of the Federation, but they become scattered after their homeworld is destroyed by the
Borg. For 10 points, name this mysterious race of “listeners” whose members include Guinan.
ANSWER:
El Aurians

28

This character played by William Campbell is discovered by the Enterprise in the Omega Sagitta system.
Inhabitants of neighboring planets [*] accuse him of stealing the Jewel of Thesia and impregnating an Altec woman
named Yanar, but both charges prove to be false. He inspires Data to attempt humor with the help of Guinan and a
holographic comic, and his personality attracts the attention of several female crewmembers. For 10 points, name this
“outrageous” personality.
ANSWER:
Thaduin Okona

29

Noteworthy events in this episode include a rebellion of Kriosians against their Klingon captors, the first
appearance of type-3 [*] phaser rifles, and a simulated assassination of Chief O’Brien. In a plot reminiscent of “The
Manchurian Candidate,” Geordi is captured while en route to Risa and is brainwashed by Romulans to assassinate a
Klingon governor. For 10 points, name this fourth season episode in which Geordi receives these and other commands
through his VISOR.
ANSWER:
The Mind’s Eye

30

These devices are successfully used to frighten the Pakleds in Samaritan Snare, and Data uses them in Night
Terrors to release streams of [*] gas into the Tyken’s Rift. Named for a twentieth-century physicist, they generate an
intense magnetic field that attracts interstellar hydrogen gas used as fuel for the ship’s fusion reactors. For 10 points,
name these devices located at the front of the two warp nacelles that function much like ramscoops.
ANSWER:
Bussard collectors
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His friend Louis suggests that he take over as head of the Atlantis project, but he declines the offer. His brother
Robert bullied him as a child but later became [*] jealous of his success. His sister-in-law Marie gives birth to Rene,
who dreams of exploring the galaxy like his famous uncle. For 10 points, name this officer who is reunited with each
of these individuals in 2367 while visiting his home in La Barre, France.
ANSWER:
Jean-Luc Picard

5
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BONUSES

1

It is a highly dangerous flight stunt outlawed by Starfleet Academy in 2260. For 10 points each,

[10]

Name this five-ship maneuver attempted by Nova Squadron in 2368 that results in the death of Cadet Joshua Albert.
ANSWER: Kolvoord Starburst
Name the leader of Nova Squadron expelled for convincing his team to attempt the maneuver.
ANSWER: Cadet First Class Nicholas Locarno
Name the Starfleet admiral who presides over the hearing of the four surviving cadets.
ANSWER: Admiral Brand

[10]

[10]

2

Identify the following about Klingon culture for 10 points each.

[10]

According to Klingon mythology, Kahless the Unforgettable united his people by slaying this tyrant.
ANSWER: Molor
Both Riker and Picard have developed a taste for this culinary delicacy, a plate of live worms.
ANSWER: Gagh
A local musician on Qualor II performs excerpts from this renowned Klingon opera in Unification, part 2.
ANSWER: Aktuh and Melota

[10]

[10]

3

His assertion that Data is incapable of murder appears to be incorrect. For 10 points each,

[10]

Name this hytritium trader who kidnaps Data and barely avoids a brutal death.
ANSWER: Kivas Fajo
Name Fajo’s wife, who seduces Data and later tries to help him escape, but is murdered by Fajo for her efforts.
ANSWER: Varria
Name the third season episode in which these incidents take place.
ANSWER: The Most Toys

[10]

[10]

4
[10]

[10]

[10]

In the episode The Inner Light, Captain Picard experiences a lifetime of memories while living as a member of a
primitive culture. For 10 points each,
What is Picard’s identity in his alternate life?
ANSWER: Kamin
Kamin is a resident of what Kattan village?
ANSWER: Ressik
What is Kamin’s formal occupation in Ressik?
ANSWER: Ironweaver (accept Ironworker)

5

Name these godawful episodes from brief plot descriptions for 10 points each.

[10]

Two-dimensional beings attack the Enterprise while Troi loses her powers.
ANSWER: The Loss
Clips from previous episodes are strung together after Riker is bitten by a plant.
ANSWER: Shades of Grey
Beverly is haunted by an anaphasic ghost with a British accent that lives in a candle. It received the lowest TV ratings
of any episode in the series.
ANSWER: Sub Rosa

[10]

[10]

6
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6

Oh, to be stuck in a turbolift with three whiny children. For 10 points each,

[10]

This happens to Captain Picard in which aptly-named fifth season episode?
ANSWER: Disaster
Picard decides to make mock-officers out of his three companions. When Patterson describes his award-winning
science experiment, Picard names him executive officer in charge of what?
ANSWER: radishes
Picard had never heard of “The Laughing Vulcan and his Dog,” so he suggests what alternative “climbing song” after
the group is forced to abandon the turbolift?
ANSWER: Frère-Jacques

[10]

[10]

7
[10]

[10]

[10]

8
[5]

[10]

[15]

9
[10]

Its theta-band emissions lead Starfleet to suspect it of being the site of a metagenic weapons laboratory, but this turns
out to be an elaborate ruse to lure Captain Picard into Cardassian captivity. For 10 points each,
Name that planet.
ANSWER: Celtris III
This Cardassian, played by David Warner, interrogates and tortures Picard after he is taken prisoner.
ANSWER: Gul Madred
Gul Madred promises Picard a life of luxury if only he will agree that there are this many lights illuminating his desk.
ANSWER: Five
He disguises himself as the Doran villager Lakanta to speak with Wesley Crusher, who he described as a “young
Mozart” six years earlier.
For 5 points, name this mysterious resident of Tau Alpha C played by Eric Menyuk.
ANSWER: the Traveler
For 10 points, name the Starfleet propulsion expert that arrived with the Traveler in a first season episode.
ANSWER: Kosinski
For 5 points each, name the three episodes in which the Traveler appears.
ANSWER: Where No One Has Gone Before, Remember Me?, Journey’s End
Picard never seems to get along with children, but for 10 points each name these kids that attach themselves to other
crew members.
This inhabitant of Drema IV becomes Data’s “Pen Pal.”
ANSWER: Sarjenka

[10]

After his mother is killed on an away mission, he performs the R’usstai, or bonding ceremony, with Lt. Worf.
ANSWER: Jeremy Aster (accept either)

[10]

After being rescued from the U.S.S. Vico, he begins imitating his android savior.
ANSWER: Timothy

10

30-20-10, name the speaker from quotes.

[30]

“In my heart of hearts, I am a Klingon”
“The hall has been rented. The orchestra engaged. It’s time to see if you can dance.”
“Jean-Luc, Jean-Luc... sometimes I think the only reason I come here is to listen to those wonderful speeches of yours.”
ANSWER: Q
[From Deja Q, Q Who?, and True Q respectively]

[20]
[10]

7
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11

Name these holographic characters for 5, 5, 10, and 10 points respectively:

[5]

This second-season nemesis returns to cause more trouble in Ship in a Bottle.
ANSWER: Professor Moriarty
In Phantasms, he warns Picard to “kill them, kill them all before it’s too late.”
ANSWER: Dr. Sigmund Freud

[5]

[10]

Carolyn McCormick plays this character who returns in Future Imperfect after being introduced in 11001001.
ANSWER: Minuet

[10]

This fat gangster in The Big Goodbye decides to invade the Enterprise after learning that he is part of a simulation.
ANSWER: Cyrus Redblock

12

Given an episode, identify the theatrical production that certain characters rehearse, for 10 points each:

[10]

Reg Barclay and Beverly Crusher in The Nth Degree.
ANSWER: Cyrano de Bergerac
Data and Commander Riker in Frame of Mind.
ANSWER: Frame of Mind
Data, at the beginning of Emergence.
ANSWER: The Tempest

[10]

[10]

13
[10]

[10]

[10]

14
[10]

[10]

[10]

The Next Generation has its fair share of courtroom drama. For 10 points each, which crew member finds him or
herself facing an inquiry or trial in:
“All Good Things,” in which he returns to Q’s courtroom to answer the charges against the human race?
ANSWER: Jean-Luc Picard
In which first-season episode does a snowball fly out of the holodeck and hit Captain Picard?
ANSWER: Data
Data removes a piece of paper containing a sketch of the Enterprise from the holodeck in which second-season episode?
ANSWER: William Riker
Despite the fact that holodeck matter cannot exist outside the holodeck, sometimes it does (at least in the first two
seasons). For 10 point each,
In which episode does Wesley Crusher emerge from the holodeck soaking wet and come face-to-face with an illtempered Picard?
ANSWER: Encounter at Farpoint, Part 2 (do not accept “Part 1”)
In which first-season episode does a snowball fly out of the holodeck and hit Captain Picard?
ANSWER: Angel One
Data removes a piece of paper containing a sketch of the Enterprise from the holodeck in which second-season episode?
ANSWER: Elementary, My Dear Data

15

Answer the following about the episode Data’s Day for 10 points each.

[10]

Data is recording a diary of events in a typical day for correspondence with what Daystrom Institute cyberneticist?
ANSWER: Commander Bruce Maddox
Dr. Crusher is initially hesitant to teach Data how to dance because she doesn’t want to be known by what nickname?
ANSWER: The Dancing Doctor
The Enterprise is transporting a Romulan spy disguised as a Vulcan ambassador. Name either.
ANSWER: Subcommander Selok or Ambassador T’Pel

[10]

[10]

8
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Name these characters found in sickbay for 10 points each.

[10]

This nurse played by Patti Yasutake is infected with Barclay’s Protomorphosis Syndrome shortly after becoming
pregnant.
ANSWER: Alyssa Ogawa
This Vulcan physician appears only in The Schizoid Man but is mentioned in several other episodes. Along with Dr.
Hill, she disappears from Beverly’s bubble universe in Remember Me.
ANSWER: Dr. Selar
This neurogeneticist’s risky procedure rebuilds Worf’s spinal column, but she fails to earn Dr. Crusher’s respect in
Ethics.
ANSWER: Dr. Toby Russell

[10]

[10]

17
[10]
[5]

[10]
[5]

[10]
[5]

18
[10]

[10]

[10]

19
[5]

Name these two-part episodes from a list of guest actors and actresses for 10 points each, or from their character names
for 5 points.
Marc Alaimo, Michael Aron, Jerry Hardin
Frederick La Rouque, Jack London, Samuel Clemens
ANSWER: Time’s Arrow
George Murdock, Elizabeth Dennehy
Admiral Hanson, Lt. Commander Shelby
ANSWER: The Best of Both Worlds
Bruce Gray, Caitlin Brown, Richard Lynch
Admiral Chekote, Vekor, Baran
ANSWER: Gambit
In a nod to the Original Series episode Wolf in the Fold, he likens his guest quarters on the Enterprise to a hotel room on
Argelius II. For 10 points each,
Name this character who visits the Enterprise in a sixth season episode.
ANSWER: Scotty or Montgomery Scott
Scotty took refuge in the transporter buffer of the U.S.S. Jenolan along with this other crew member, who was lost after
his pattern degraded 53%.
ANSWER: Matthew Franklin
Scotty had originally planned to spend his retirement on this planet.
ANSWER: Norpin V
Family members of various characters often appear throughout the series. Identify each of the following for 5 points
each, and a bonus 5 for all correct.
This character’s father visits the Enterprise in The Icarus Factor.
ANSWER: Commander Riker

[5]

He was only five years old when his father, Jack, died.
ANSWER: Wesley Crusher

[5]

This cultural observer on Boraal II is also Worf’s foster brother.
ANSWER: Nikolai Rozhenko
This is Worf’s biological brother, who is initially hesitant to support Gowron during the Klingon civil war.
ANSWER: Kurn
An alien poses as this woman, Geordi’s mother, in the episode Inheritance.
ANSWER: Silva LaForge

[5]

[5]

9
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She appears in eight episodes, including one named after her. For 10 points each,

[10]

Name this Bajoran.
ANSWER: Ensign Ro Larren
In exchange for helping to apprehend Bajoran terrorists, Ensign Ro is released from prison on this planet.
ANSWER: Jaros II
Ro leaves Starfleet to join this militant group at the end of the seventh season.
ANSWER: Maquis

[10]

[10]

21

30-20-10-5, name the episode from clues.

[30]

This episode takes place on stardate 45733.6. Its guest cast includes Tony Jay, Carel Struyken, and Tracy D’Arcy.
Much of it takes place on the holodeck.
A cloud of particles attacks the Enterprise, turning the ship’s systems into a gelatinous goo. When life support fails,
Data saves the day by beaming the particles onto an asteroid in the Pelloris Field.
As part of his “laughing hour,” Alexander repeatedly shouts “HA” at the dinner table.
Lwaxana gets married (and naked).
ANSWER: Cost of Living

[20]
[10]
[5]

22
[10]

[10]

Seen in Data’s Day and Schisms, his services are required periodically by Geordi LaForge and Lieutenant Worf. For 10
points each,
Name this minor character best known for being the ship’s barber.
ANSWER: Mr. Mot
Mot is a member of this alien race.
ANSWER: Bolian

[10]

To conceal his identity, Picard goes by the name Mot in this sixth season episode affectionately nicknamed “Die Hard
Picard.”
ANSWER: Starship Mine

23

Answer the following about the episode Rascals for 10 points each.

[10]

Five points for two or ten points for all four, which characters become children after a transporter accident?
ANSWER: Jean-Luc Picard, Guinan, Keiko Ishikawa-O’Brien, Ensign Ro Larren
The Ferengi arrive in a stolen ship of what type?
ANSWER: Klingon Bird-Of-Prey (prompt on partial answer)
When faking an explanation of how to use the ship’s computer, Riker warns Morta against touching a panel for what
device that controls the ramastat core and keeps the ontarien metafold at 40 KRGs?
ANSWER: Feremental Drive (accept reasonable approximations)

[10]

[10]

24

Given a description, identify the spatial phenomena for 10 points each.

[10]

This new method of propulsion is tested in New Ground, but things get out of hand when it almost destroys a nearby
colony.
ANSWER: Soliton Wave

[10]

Both the Enterprise and the U.S.S. Brattain become engulfed in this region of space, leading to chronic insomnia in
Night Terrors.
ANSWER: Tyken’s Rift

[10]

Hundreds of meters long but having almost no mass, these objects are responsible for the damage caused in Disaster.
ANSWER: Quantum Filaments
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In the episode Cause and Effect, a sequence of events is repeated four times on screen, each culminating in the
destruction of the Enterprise. Answer the following related questions for 10 points each.
Dr. Crusher is called away from the poker game after which crew member walks into Sickbay?
ANSWER: Geordi LaForge (take either)
What area of space is home to the temporal causality loop that throws the Enterprise back in time?
ANSWER: The Typhon Expanse
Morgan Bateson commands what Soyuz-class starship that has been trapped in the loop for over 80 years?
ANSWER: U.S.S. Bozeman, NCC-1941

26

Identify the speaker from quotes, 30-20-10.

[30]

[10]

“All you need to know for now, Captain, is that we want to rest. Simply, finally... to rest.”
“Throughout your career you’ve had lofty goals, but you’ve never been willing to do what’s necessary to attain them.”
“You probably want to meditate, or hit yourself with a pain stick or something.”
ANSWER: Counselor Troi (prompt on Bryce Shumar for the 30-point clue)
[From Power Play, Tapestry, and Parallels respectively]

27

Given a quote from A Fistful of Datas, identify the speaker for the stated number of points.

[5]

“You have been accused of committing a homicide.”
ANSWER: Worf
“I suggest that you find a new line of work.”
ANSWER: Counselor Troi or Durango
“You’re as handy with a shootin’ iron as you are with a woman’s heart.”
ANSWER: Annie (prompt: Data)

[20]

[10]

[15]

28

For 10 points each, name the episode which takes place on the given planet.

[10]

Minos.
ANSWER: The Arsenal of Freedom

[10]

Galorndon Core.
ANSWER: The Enemy

[10]

Mintaka III.
ANSWER: Who Watches the Watchers?

29

The Next Generation has its fair share of courtroom drama. For 10 points each--which crew member finds him or
herself facing an inquiry or trial in:
All Good Things, in which he returns to Q’s courtroom to answer the charges against the human race?
ANSWER: Picard

[10]

[10]

The Measure of a Man, which spawns a friendship and longtime correspondence between the accused and a Daystrom
Institute cyberneticist?
ANSWER: Data

[10]

A Matter of Perspective, in which testimony regarding the destruction of a research station is recreated on the
Holodeck?
ANSWER: Riker
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30

For 10 points each, answer these questions about everyone's favorite Federation ambassador, Lwaxana Troi.

[10]

Lwaxana was married to what Federation officer who died seven years after Deanna was born?
ANSWER: Ian Andrew Troi (prompt on partial answer)

[10]

Against his better judgment, Picards rescues Lwaxana after she is kidnapped by what Ferengi Daimon?
ANSWER: Tog

[10]

Aside from being Heir to the Holy Rings of Betazed, Lwaxana is the current holder of what “sacred” Betazoid artifact
that Deanna describes as "an old clay pot with mold growing inside it?"
ANSWER: Sacred Chalice of Rixx
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